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On 1st August, Antonio Tajani, Vice-President of the EC in charge of Industry and Entrepreneurship, announced
that the European Commission is launching a new video informing consumers how to both buy safe toys and use
them safely as part of the on-going "European Toy Safety" campaign. The video features CE-E, a singing robot,
to introduce children to the idea of toy safety. The video also provides parents with access to toy safety tips on
the dedicated campaign website. EU rules for toys impose the highest safety requirements in the world. To
ensure these laws are correctly implemented and effective we need to ensure they are applied in practice by
reliable and trustworthy toy manufacturers and retailers; backed up by efficient market surveillance by Member
States' authorities, and, importantly, that consumers know what to look for when they buy toys for children. If one
or more of these elements is missing, dangerous toys may still reach our children. The Commission is currently
running a toy safety information campaign targeting economic operators involved in toy manufacturing and
marketing. The campaign, which uses seminars to raise manufacturer and retailer awareness of toy safety rules,
started in January 2012 in Romania and went on to Bulgaria, France, Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Ireland
and Italy. These countries were chosen because in 2009 they made 80% of total EU toy production. The training
and information campaign continues in 2013, in order to cover all Member States. The Commission also
educates manufacturers in China, since most of the toys in our shops are imported from there.
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Antonio Tajani, EC Vice-President in charge of Industry
and Entrepreneurship, at the Toy Safety exhibition (8
shots)
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SOUNDBITE (in Italian) Antonio Tajani saying that: These
toys are dangerous because they don't respect the rules,
for example in terms of chemicals. There are a lot of
counterfeit toys which could contain cancerous
substances. In the world the market of counterfeit products
is enormous and increasing. That is why the EC is vigilant
and leads the strong campaign "European Toy Safety"
targeting economic operators involved in toy
manufacturing and marketing. It aims at ensuring that EU
products meet safety, health and safety and
environmental protection requirements. The EU Member
States which are responsible for enforcing the rules have
to be vigilant and make sure that the toys comply with the
EU rules.
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